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Death Through Administrative Indifference: The Prison Litigation Reform Act Allows Women to Die in California’s Substandard Prison Health Care System

Amy Petré Hill*

“Sherrie,” a prisoner at the Central California Women’s Facility (“CCWF”), started experiencing painful breast lumps in 1991.¹ When she reported her symptoms to a prison doctor, he refused to take action.² Nothing was done until 1993, when Sherrie finally received a mammogram.³ The results were inconclusive, and the radiologist recommended a follow-up mammogram be performed in one year.⁴

Although Sherrie was still in pain, the prison’s medical staff did nothing about the problem until late 1994, when Sherrie received a follow-up mammogram.⁵ This mammogram also proved inconclusive for cancer.⁶ Even though the two mammograms did not rule out the possibility of cancer, the prison doctor treating Sherrie refused to order any further tests.⁷

In July of 1995, Sherrie was able to receive the attention of a new prison doctor who examined her charts and immediately scheduled a bi-
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Cancer was found and on August 23, 1995, Sherrie’s right breast and four cancerous lymph nodes were removed. Almost eighteen months later, Sherrie went under the knife again for a mastectomy of her left breast. In August 2000, Sherri was told that her breast cancer had metastasized and moved to a lump in her neck. Her chances for survival are uncertain.

“Rosemary” was diagnosed with Hepatitis C before entering CCWF in 1998. Although prison medical staff knew of her condition, they did not respond when she complained of nosebleeds and swelling of the legs and feet, two common symptoms of liver failure. She repeatedly asked prison officials — both directly and through administrative channels — to let her see a liver specialist, but she was consistently refused. Her Hepatitis C went untreated despite mounting evidence of serious liver disease, such as painful abdominal swelling that made it difficult for her to breathe. In October 1999, she collapsed and was rushed from the prison to a community hospital. It was only then that Rosemary received care from a liver specialist who immediately began treatment, but by that time, the damage to her liver was fatal. Because prison officials did not notify her family of her collapse until it was too late, her children were not able to reach the hospital in time and Rosemary died alone.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the very heart of the American justice system stands the belief that punishment should be proportionate to the crime. Even in today’s pro-capital-punishment political environment, a death sentence is issued only to an individual who intentionally commits an unconscionable act of vio-
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15. Id. See also Corey Weinstein, M.D., Hepatitis C Behind Bars, at http://www.prisons.org/hep-c.htm (Dec. 26, 2001).
17. Id.
ience. Statistics indicate that the majority of California’s 23,597 women prisoners are serving time for non-violent crimes—offenses which the common law does not see fit to punish with a sentence of death. However, despite the legal truism that the punishment should fit the crime, the California Department of Corrections (“CDC”) currently condemns female prisoners to de facto death sentences by denying them basic medical care.

Although the CDC is not strapping these women onto gurneys and injecting them with heart-stopping chemicals, it is rendering them just as dead with a lethal combination of inadequate medical care and an administrative appeal process that allows ill women to languish and die while prison officials dicker over necessary medical procedures. Federal and state research bureaus have amassed an impressive body of empirical and anecdotal data demonstrating that California runs one of the most expensive yet least effective penal health care systems in the nation. This fact makes the painful, unnecessary suffering and ultimate deaths of women like Sherrie and Rosemary even more tragic.

Unfortunately, egregiously bad penal health care is not a new phenomenon. Since the late 1960s, civil rights lawyers have sued prison systems in federal courts and successfully argued that conditions in prisons across the nation violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against “cruel and unusual punishment.” By 1984, complex consent decrees and intricate injunctions overseen by special masters placed prisons in forty-three states and the District of Columbia under the supervision of district court judges. Similar suits have been brought by prisoner rights lawyers in California in order to improve basic living conditions and health care for incarcerated women. In 1995, a consortium of women prisoners and their
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advocates filed *Shumate v. Wilson* in the Northern District of California. The plaintiff sought an injunction that would "reform the prison system's 'knowing and deliberately indifferent failure to provide necessary care for serious medical needs'" in the California Correctional Women's Facility and the Valley State Prison for Women ("VSPW"). The California Department of Corrections settled the lawsuit in 1997, promising consistent medication and care for inmates with chronic conditions, such as HIV or lupus, and emergency medical treatment for women in dire medical need.

Under the terms of the *Shumate* settlement, a court-appointed team of five medical experts monitored the prisons' compliance for two eight-month periods. The initial report in November 1998 revealed that the facilities were not in compliance with state standards in eleven key medical areas, but the prisons passed the second assessment, and medical care to the women in these institutions appeared to improve. However, a series of scandals in 2000, including sham medical test results and accusations of medical record tampering by administrators, called these improvements into question.

By this time, the plaintiff's counsel in *Shumate* were unable to use the power of a federal court injunction to cure the ills in the CDC's health care system for women. The district court judge overseeing the case refused to reopen the case, and the lawyers were unable to bring a new suit for injunctive relief in federal court. In 1996, the United States Congress, supposedly sick of "frivolous" suits by prisoners, passed the Prison Litigation Reform Act ("PLRA" or "the Act"), drastically curtailing a prisoner's ability to bring suit in federal court. Under the PLRA, inmates could file an individual or class action suit in district court only after they had exhausted all avenues of administrative relief within the prison system.

In many states, this legislation has been a serious impediment to prisoners seeking remedies from federal courts, but in California, the Act has proven an insurmountable obstacle for women who need immediate access to medical care that the CDC does not wish to provide. California's administrative relief process — commonly known to prisoners as a "602 appeal" —
places no time limits on the CDC’s response to an application for relief.\textsuperscript{36} Prison officials can keep California’s women inmates out of federal court indefinitely simply by choosing not to resolve these appeals. With seeming disregard for due process, the PLRA has inadvertently granted the California Department of Corrections the power to sentence non-violent female offenders to death by keeping their pleas for medical aid tied up in red tape until they die.

This note attempts to show how California’s prison system, the nation’s largest,\textsuperscript{37} developed a health care policy that is deliberately indifferent to the medical needs of women while still spending significantly more per prisoner for health care than other large states, such as Texas and New York.\textsuperscript{38} It then examines the legal and legislative tools that can be used at the federal and state level to stop the needless deaths of California’s female inmates. A general examination is made of problems with the entire CDC medical system, followed by a focused look at the specific problems plaguing the state’s care of its female inmates. Part III examines how the PLRA interacts with California’s prison administrative law to prevent women inmates from seeking emergency injunctive relief from the federal courts. In Part IV, the focus shifts to possible solutions provided involving the federal courts and state courts. Finally, Part V presents a blueprint for short- and long-term reform of the CDC’s health care system for women. The note ultimately concludes that the courts are unlikely to offer relief to women dying in California’s state prisons and that the best solution is strong action by the California legislature; the prison health care system must be taken out of the hands of the CDC and placed under the supervision of a state health organization, such as the University of California.

II. THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION’S HISTORY OF SUBSTANDARD HEALTHCARE

In 1992, the threat of court intervention led to the creation of a Health Care Services Division within the California Department of Corrections.\textsuperscript{39} This division is charged with providing the state’s entire prison population with medical care that meets the current penal health care standards.\textsuperscript{40} In order to fulfill its duty in all thirty-three state prisons, the division manages four hospitals that provide twenty-four hour critical care, a nursing facility that offers twenty-four hour care for prisoners requiring extended medical

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{36} CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 15, § 3084 (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{38} Id. at 38.
\item \textsuperscript{39} BUREAU OF STATE AUDITS, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS: UTILIZING MANAGED CARE PRACTICES COULD ENSURE MORE COST-EFFECTIVE AND STANDARDIZED HEALTH CARE 31 (2000); see also Sigal, supra note 29.
\item \textsuperscript{40} BUREAU OF STATE AUDITS, supra note 39, at 5.
\end{itemize}
treatment, sixteen correctional treatment centers that service those needing short-term inpatient care, and twelve outpatient centers. All medical personnel working in these facilities are employees of the CDC. Specialized care not available within this system is provided via contracted care with physicians and nearby community hospitals.

California spends fourteen percent more money for health care per prisoner than the national average; yet, as of 1999, only two of the correctional treatment centers had met the minimal standards required for licensing by the state. Because these centers often serve as a patient's gateway to more comprehensive care in a twenty-four hour facility, inadequacies at these facilities can prevent effective treatment of inmates with critical or chronic health care problems. Further, California is one of only six states that do not meet the standards required for accreditation by any organization that specializes in assuring care standards for prison health services.

A variety of problems plague the CDC's health care system, but two overarching issues—a lack of access to care and an inadequate quality control system—prevent the delivery of acceptable medical care to both male and female prisoners. In addition to these problems, women face a number of obstacles ranging from the disregard of their specific health care needs to sexual harassment by doctors and medical staff. In this section, the CDC's larger problems are first explored, followed by an analysis of the way these problems tie into women inmates' health care challenges and how these problems interact to condemn California's women inmates to health care so bad it kills.

A. SYSTEM WIDE PROBLEMS WITH CDC'S MEDICAL CARE

For most California prisoners, the most difficult part of obtaining treatment from medical staff is gaining access to a doctor. A co-payment requirement and the system's use of Medical Technical Assistants ("MTAs")—guards with vocational nursing skills—serve as obstacles that keep genuinely sick prisoners from accessing needed medical care. Once inmates do gain access to the CDC health care system, poor file maintenance and the lack of a statewide reporting system make it impossible to ensure that patients receive needed follow-up care. These factors keep CDC administrators conveniently ignorant of the overall quality or cost of
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health care to prisoners.

In November 1994, the California legislature passed a law allowing the CDC to charge inmates a five dollar co-pay for each medical visit they request, even if the visit is for preventative care. If an inmate does not have the five dollars in her prison account at the time of service, the money is withdrawn when the balance reaches five dollars. The goal of the legislation was to reduce by fifty percent the number of inmate visits by eliminating frivolous medical requests, while generating additional revenue for the state. However, from 1996 to 2000, this program has only brought in an average of $645,000 per year, while the system appears to cost $3.2 million to administer annually. The system's fiscal failure is only a small part of co-pay program's problems. Because California does not apply the state minimum wage requirements to prison labor, inmates who work within the prison make approximately fifteen cents an hour, and many prisoners lack a "pay number" so they cannot earn any money while incarcerated. When combined with the above-market prices prisoners must pay for basic personal hygiene products, such as soap and shampoo, the cost of the co-pay is a strong disincentive, even for truly sick individuals, to seek medical care. This system is especially hard on women, who are forced to pay two to three times the market rate in prison for female hygiene products, such as sanitary pads; those who have less than five dollars in their account receive only five free pads per month.

More problematic than the required co-pay are the Medical Technical Assistants who make life and death decisions regarding inmates' health and their access to medical care. MTAs are essentially guards with limited vocational nurse training. Although their medical duties should be limited to dispensing medication and taking vital signs or medical histories, they actually provide the bulk of medical care when a prison infirmary is closed. In fact, several reports of bad, and sometimes even deadly, medical judgments made by MTAs have been brought to public attention.

49. BUREAU OF STATE AUDITS, supra note 39, at 30.
50. CAL. PENAL CODE § 5007.5.
51. Id.
53. Id.
55. Sigal, supra note 29.
56. BUREAU OF STATE AUDITS, supra note 39, at 26.
57. SENATE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SAFETY, supra note 52, at 6.
California is one of only six states in the country that assigns formal medical responsibilities to members of its security staff.\textsuperscript{59} Because conflicts arise when individuals in these roles are forced to weigh the security needs of the prison against the medical needs of inmates, the National Commission on Correction Health Care ("NCCHC") and all other national organizations promoting national standards of penal healthcare require a total separation of medical and custodial roles.\textsuperscript{60} California's use of MTAs in prisoner medical care roles has prevented the state's accreditation by any correctional health organization.\textsuperscript{61} A 1999 United Nations report also singled out the CDC as a problem prison system because of its use of MTAs in place of full-time medical staff:

The Special Rapporteur has a general concern with regard to health services in California correctional facilities. . . . [M]edical Staff in California Prisons are employed by the Department of Corrections and not by the health authorities. In an increasingly conservative prison management climate in the state, where more and more resources are being spent on security, health services are neglected . . .\textsuperscript{62}

Beyond providing questionable medical care, the use of MTAs rather than fully accredited medical staff costs the CDC money.\textsuperscript{63} Because of the MTA union contract, an MTA position can only be filled by another MTA, despite the amount of overtime this may involve.\textsuperscript{64} As a result, positions

\begin{itemize}
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\item\textsuperscript{60} Corey Weinstein, Major Changes Required for CDoC Medical Services, in REPORT FOR LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS (2000), available at http://www.prisons.org/valle.htm.
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that could be filled by better qualified Registered Nurses are staffed exclusively by the less trained MTAs, and fifty-four percent of the health system’s overtime goes to MTAs, even though they make up only twenty-two percent of the system’s payroll.\textsuperscript{65}

System wide problems were outlined in 2000, when the State Auditor reported that “the California Department of Corrections has just begun to develop an infrastructure that is standard for managed care organizations . . . The [CDC] can perform limited analyses and reviews of health care services, but it does not conduct comprehensive reviews that are systematic and proactive.”\textsuperscript{66} The CDC’s own deputy director of the health care services division admitted that his division “is crippled by the lack of data and staff to analyze the data.”\textsuperscript{67}

The lack of review comes from the CDC’s reliance upon paper files rather than a system-wide computer database. This antiquated paper system is not capable of tracking individual cases and ensuring that needed follow-up care occurs, leaving the department blind to problems until a serious incident occurs.\textsuperscript{68} Assessment of the CDC’s medical records for 1998-1999 by the State Auditor revealed 1770 patients who visited the infirmary for care at some point during the year had incomplete charts.\textsuperscript{69} Allegations have been made that a lack of oversight allowed medical personnel to tamper with California Correctional Women’s Facility and Valley State Prison for Women inmate files in order to appear in compliance with the \textit{Shumate} settlement.\textsuperscript{70} In addition, the CDC’s dearth of knowledge about the health care system results in higher costs. As of 2000, the CDC spent $442 million in health care costs, but only purchased forty percent of its drugs on contract.\textsuperscript{71} By not conforming to basic managed care organization information collection, the CDC allows poor medical care to continue undetected and bad purchasing policies drive up costs indefinitely.

\textbf{B. WOMEN FACE ADDITIONAL MEDICAL CARE HARDSHIPS IN THE CDC SYSTEM}

The number of women in California’s jails and prisons quadrupled from 4432 in 1980, to 23,597 in 2000.\textsuperscript{72} Because women entering the criminal justice system suffer from multiple illnesses, drug dependency, and a variety of mental and physical ailments arising directly from sexual and physical abuse, female inmates are at a higher risk for a variety of dis-

\textsuperscript{65} Id. at 27.
\textsuperscript{66} Id. at 14.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
\textsuperscript{68} Id.
\textsuperscript{69} \textsc{Bureau of State Audits}, \textit{supra} note 39, at 16.
\textsuperscript{71} \textsc{Bureau of State Audits}, \textit{supra} note 39, at 39.
\textsuperscript{72} McCormick, \textit{supra} note 21. Although this number includes both jail and prison statistics, overall impact shows a trend that has been recorded by the CDC.
eases than the public at large. 73 Despite these facts, the CDC has continued to employ medical protocols and allocate health care resources using a healthy, young male as its model prisoner. According to Dr. Corey Wein-
stein, past Chair of the Jail and Prison Health Committee and present member of the Governing Council of the American Public Health Association, this model cannot work:

The sick call system [in which prisoners only receive care when they request it for illness] was developed for the military, where most of the people are healthier than the norm. It works for the military because if you have chronic problems, you won't be in the military to begin with. Here you have the opposite. You have a population of women who are expected to be at risk and to have chronic problems. [CDC officials] cannot meet the challenge of women with chronic illnesses, and they have no backup. 74

Furthermore, as a result of California's "three strikes" legislation, a larger number of crimes with mandatory minimum sentences, and a crack-
down on drug offenses, 75 women are aging behind bars. Numbers of women are passing through menopause and experiencing the natural effects of growing older in prison. Women suffering from chronic diseases such as HIV, Hepatitis C, and breast cancer will remain under the CDC's care longer. 76

There is evidence that the CDC does spend more money on health care for female inmates than male prisoners — approximately $1100 more per inmate in 1994. 77 CDC spokespeople have proclaimed that "the average amount of money we [the CDC] spend on women exceeds what we spend on male inmates. We make every effort to provide quality care for all our inmates." 78 However, given the evidence that spending by the CDC does not translate into better health care, the additional funds spent on women inmates' health care needs do not mean that women prisoners are receiving adequate care.

The first problem for women prisoners is access to health care. In addition to the problems that co-pays cause for all prisoners, women must contend with sexual harassment by both guards and doctors. A 2000 study of 1200 women inmates found that at least nineteen percent of them suf-

ferred some form of sexual harassment by prison staff. 79 This abuse ranged from inappropriate remarks by MTAs and health care staff to male doctors performing unnecessary pelvic exams on women only seeking medical help

73. Sigal, supra note 29.
74. Id.
75. McCormick, supra note 21.
76. Stoller, supra note 23, at 34.
77. Id.
78. Id.
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for a headache. Given that approximately eighty percent of female inmates have already suffered physical or sexual abuse before entering the prison system, even the fear of potential sexual harassment proves a serious obstacle for women attempting to seek medical attention.

Second, the level of preventative health care provided to women for gender specific diseases such as cervical cancer is substandard. On July 6, 2000, the San Francisco Chronicle revealed that the laboratory contracted by the CDC to process medical tests, B.C.L. Clinical Labs ("B.C.L.") had falsified thousands of test results for diseases such as cervical cancer since the early 1990s. Health officials closed B.C.L. in 1997. However, even after the CDC was informed of the problem at the lab, little time or effort was made to retest inmates or even notify them of their questionable test results until the San Francisco Chronicle broke the story three years later. Incidents like these pose an immediate and serious health risk to the entire female inmate population in California. According to the Centers for Disease Control, an estimated 4400 women in the United States died of cervical cancer in 2001. A disproportionate number of those women stricken with cervical cancer come from racial and ethnic minority and low-income groups, the same populations that make up a majority of the female inmate population. When detected early, cervical cancer is among the most treatable types of cancer. By refusing to provide California's women inmates with accurate yearly cervical cancer screenings through a quick and easy pap smear, the CDC places these inmates at unnecessary risk.

The CDC also fails to meet basic health care standards regarding yearly checkups and diagnosis for breast cancer. Approximately one in eight women in the United States will fall prey to this disease during her lifetime. Good medical practice requires yearly mammograms for women over the age of 40. According to the National Institute of Health, if any woman exhibits breast lumps that a mammogram cannot rule benign, a doctor should perform further tests with either an ultrasound or a biopsy of breast lumps in order to rule out cancer. Despite acknowledgment by the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and the National Institute for Health that women need gynecological and breast cancer testing to determine their baseline level of health, the CDC performs no such tests when women are first admitted to prison.90

Third, the CDC fails in the diagnosis and treatment of chronic diseases. Although there are a variety of illnesses that affect women, the lack of adequate care is especially visible with diseases like HIV and Hepatitis C. According to the CDC, forty percent of California’s inmates are infected with Hepatitis C,91 but the prison system fails to perform blood tests for the disease during intake processing of either male or female inmates.92 Because Hepatitis C, like HIV, is spread through contact with bodily fluids, the CDC places prisoners at risk for both diseases when it places unknowingly infected women in tight quarters with other inmates without informing them of their health status or explaining to them how they can prevent the spread of the disease.93 Hepatitis C often develops into chronic hepatitis, which in turn may lead to cirrhosis, liver cancer, and ultimately liver failure, but thirty percent of individuals suffering from Hepatitis C can be cured of the virus through medical treatment.94 By neglecting to test these women and then incarcerating them beyond the reach of community health programs, the CDC limits women’s ability to receive treatment for this virus until symptoms have arisen and irreversible damage to the liver has already occurred.95

Once a woman has been diagnosed, she finds it a constant struggle to receive her daily doses of HIV or Hepatitis C medications on time, even though an essential aspect of successful treatment for either disease is consistent medication and frequent follow-up care.96 The Stoller report found that twenty-two percent of women prisoners had missed necessary medications at least once and many stated they missed them repeatedly.97

These stories and statistics demonstrate an alarming, systemic lack of care in the CDC health care system for all inmates, particularly women. Yet, they only reflect part of the picture. The results of bad care are not mere percentage points in a government audit, but the maiming and death of real women who are serving time for nonviolent crimes. The calamity of these women’s deaths extends beyond the loss of their lives, for approximately eighty percent of women in California’s prisons are single

90. LAMB-MECHANICK & NELSON, supra note 37, at 63.
91. JUSTICE NOW, supra note 12.
92. LAMB-MECHANICK & NELSON, supra note 37, at 63.
95. Id. Because Hepatitis C does not necessarily have symptoms, individuals can suffer damage before knowing that they even suffer from the disease or pass the disease along to someone else.
97. Id.
mothers; when the CDC indifferently allows women to die, it not only needlessly takes lives, it destroys families and creates orphans.  

### III. THE PLRA’S DEADLY INTERACTION WITH CALIFORNIA’S PRISON ADMINISTRATION LAWS

Throughout most of this country’s history, prisoners have been treated as “slaves of the state” – individuals without rights and beneath the notice of the federal courts. This changed radically during the Warren Court in response to litigation brought by civil rights lawyers during the 1960s and 1970s. Prisoners were transformed from “slaves” into persons retaining some constitutional rights worthy of protection by the federal courts. Congress did not object and allowed the courts to actively intervene in state prison systems for nearly twenty years. However, in 1980, Congress became concerned about the number of suits being filed by prisoner litigants, as well as the effect federal judicial activism was having on the state penal system. In response, Congress passed the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act (“CRIPA”).

CRIPA was a well-researched, extensively debated piece of legislation that tried to balance “systematic deprivations of the constitutional and [f]ederal statutory rights” with what it considered an overflow of cases into the federal court system. In order to ensure that states could not treat prisoners inhumanely, CRIPA empowered the U.S. Attorney General to litigate against unconstitutional prison conditions on behalf of the incarcerated.
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102. See, e.g. United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 150, 153 (1963) (holding that federal prisoners have the right to sue under the Federal Tort Claims Act for injuries they receive while in federal custody); Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977) (holding that a prisoner’s right to access the courts means that prison authorities must assist prisoners with the filing of “meaningful legal papers” by providing adequate law libraries); Ingrahm v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 671 n.40 (1977) (holding that when the state attempts to punish prisoners, the state cannot impose punishment without granting the defendant his Fourteenth Amendment due process rights).

103. FEELEY & RUBIN, supra note 24, at 30-34.

104. Id.


At the same time, it attempted to place power over the day-to-day running of prisons back in the hands of the state by requiring prisoners to exhaust a state's administrative procedures before turning to the federal courts. These procedures were to meet a number of standards set by the Attorney General. Congress hoped states would take the initiative and create effective grievance procedures that would allow most problems to be resolved by the states and within the prison system. Unfortunately, few states made the effort to create effective grievance procedures and judges were free to use discretion in deciding whether to allow prisoner complaints into federal court, regardless of how prisoners had utilized any existing administrative procedures. Although this act attempted to reduce the number of inadequate lawsuits by placing limits on the ways prisoners could sue, Congress never stated or implied that prisoners did not have legitimate complaints deserving the attention of the federal courts.

This respect for legitimate prisoner litigation faded rapidly in the 1990s as Congress members of both parties jumped on the “tough on crime” political wave. In 1996, this wave crested and crashed into the federal court system with the passage of the Prison Litigation Reform Act. Unlike the carefully crafted CRIPA, the PLRA was hurriedly passed by Congress as a rider to the Balanced Budget Downpayment Act of 1996. Senate leaders, such as Kansas Senator Robert Dole, told horror stories of prisoners bringing suits over trifles such as being served crunchy or smooth peanut butter. The fact that these stories were patently untrue, and that

108. Id. at 3.
110. Id. at § 1271.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. GOP’s Contract With America, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Nov. 10, 1994, at 24. During the Republican Party’s campaign in 1994, Republican legislators committed themselves to “get[ting] tough with an effective, believable and timely death penalty for violent offenders.” Id. They also sought to “reduce crime by building more prisons, making sentences longer and putting more police on the streets.” Id.
115. 141 CONG. REC. S14,413 (daily ed. Sept. 27, 1995).
116. Hon. Newman, supra note 33, at 519-22. The Honorable Jon Newman, Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, was concerned about the descriptions of frivolous lawsuits filed by pro se prison litigants and discovered the following:

  I was skeptical of the description of these . . . cases. I obtained the court documents on these three cases [the peanut butter, salad bar, and beige rather than white towel cases] and learned the following. In the “salad bar” case, forty-three prisoners filed a twenty-seven page complaint alleging major prison deficiencies including overcrowding, forced confinement of prisoners with contagious diseases, lack of proper ventilation, lack of sufficient food, and food contaminated by rodents. The prisoners’ reference to salads was part of an allegation that their basic nutritional needs were not being met, and they mentioned, in passing, that at their prison a salad bar is available for prison guards and, at other state prisons, is available for prisoners.
the Judiciary Committee had not even issued a report on the issue, did not deter Congress and the bill became law. The Act passed so quickly and with so little research that some of its provisions conflicted with laws already on the books. Furthermore, the title was not changed from the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1995, even though it passed in 1996. This section lays out what limitations were passed in the PLRA and how these restrictions interact with California’s ineffective administrative laws to make it almost impossible for a desperately ill woman inmate to seek a federal court injunction that could save her life.

A. AN OVERVIEW OF THE PLRA

The PLRA attempts to use both financial and non-financial disincentives to keep prisoners from filing suits pursuant to 42 U.S.C. section 1983. First, the Act states that if a prisoner files her suit in forma pauperis, the court can review the merits of the claim while it reviews the prisoner’s affidavit of indigence. The court has always had the right to dismiss such a claim sua sponte if it appeared to be frivolous or malicious, however, the PLRA forces courts to dismiss complaints rather than allow prisoners to amend their complaint if the prisoner fails to properly state a claim or if the

The complaint concerned dangerously unhealthy prison conditions, not the lack of a salad bar.

In the “beige towel” case, the suit was not brought because of a color preference. The prisoner’s claim was that the prison had confiscated the towels and a jacket that the prisoner’s family had sent him, and then disciplined him with loss of privileges for receipt of the package from his family. As he stated, the confiscation “caused a burden on my family who work hard and had to make sacrifices to buy me the items mentioned in this claim.”

In the “chunky peanut butter” case, the prisoner did not sue because he received the wrong kind of peanut butter. He sued because the prison had incorrectly debited his prison account $2.50 under the following circumstances. He had ordered two jars of peanut butter; one sent by the canteen was the wrong kind, and a guard had quite willingly taken back the wrong product and assured the prisoner that the item he had ordered and paid for would be sent the next day. Unfortunately, the authorities transferred the prisoner that night to another prison, and his prison account remained charged the $2.50 for the item that he ordered but never received.

The “chunky peanut butter” case has become the favorite canard of those who wish to ridicule prisoner litigation. Many journalists have reported it, using the inaccurate description of the case popularized by the attorney’s general. Their misleading characterization of the case was repeatedly cited during congressional consideration of proposals to limit prisoner litigation.

I readily acknowledge that $2.50 is not a large sum of money, and there is a substantial argument that lawsuits for such sums should be relegated to the forums other than federal district courts. But such a sum is not trivial to the prisoner whose limited prison funds are improperly debited. The more important point is that those in positions of responsibility should not ridicule all prisoner lawsuits by perpetuating myths about some of them.

Id. (emphasis added).
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defendants appear entitled to raise an immunity defense.\textsuperscript{120}

This may seem an innocuous requirement until one considers the incredibly high standards that must be met by prisoner-plaintiffs using the Eighth Amendment to seek injunctive or monetary relief. In order to make a successful complaint of inadequate medical care, a plaintiff’s case must pass the two-prong test stated in \textit{Farmer v. Brennan}.\textsuperscript{121} First, there must be a “sufficiently serious” deprivation of items considered “the minimal civilized measure of life’s necessities,” or “the inmate must show that he is incarcerated under conditions posing a substantial risk of serious harm.”\textsuperscript{122} Second, the prisoner must show that the official’s state of mind was one of deliberate indifference; in other words, the prison official is only liable if he had actual knowledge of danger to the prisoner and was deliberately indifferent to that danger.\textsuperscript{123} This subjective second prong makes it extremely hard to prove a single occurrence of mistreatment. How would a female inmate in a California prison demonstrate that a nurse who failed to hand out needed AIDS medication was in fact deliberately indifferent to her needs? Individual female inmates making sexual harassment claims against guards pursuant to 42 U.S.C. section 1983 have faced similar problems, and some legal scholars argue that class action suits may be the only way to prove deliberate, systematic indifference by prison officials.\textsuperscript{124}

Even if a prisoner manages to state a proper claim, she is then faced with filing fees that must be paid despite her indigent status.\textsuperscript{125} Additionally, if a prisoner brings more than three suits that are dismissed as frivolous or lacking in a valid claim, she cannot file a fourth suit \textit{in forma pauperis} unless she is in imminent danger.\textsuperscript{126}

While lawyers could conceivably help prisoners overcome these obstacles, the PLRA’s severe restrictions on attorneys’ fees ensure that most lawyers cannot find it viable to do so. Attorneys only receive fees if their client’s case is successful, and these fees must be “proportionally related” to any prospective relief provided by the court.\textsuperscript{127} If a prisoner is awarded damages, twenty-five percent of that award must go to the attorney’s fees.\textsuperscript{128} The prisoner-plaintiff must pay the attorney’s entire fee award if that award is no more than one hundred and fifty percent of the total award.\textsuperscript{129}
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If these financial disincentives were not enough for a sick woman who already has to work for days to pay for a bar of soap, the PLRA can directly affect a prisoner’s term of incarceration. If a federal court finds that a suit was filed with malicious purpose or to harass a defendant, or if the prisoner is deemed to have provided false information to the court, the prisoner will lose good time credit.\footnote{130. 28 U.S.C. § 1932.}

The amount of remedial relief a court can offer is small; a court can only provide the amount of prospective relief needed to remedy the violation of a federal right.\footnote{131. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(1)(A).} That remedy must be “narrowly drawn” and use the “least intrusive means” of fixing the violation.\footnote{132. Id. § 3626(e)(2). See also French v. Miller, 530 U.S. 327, 333 (2000).} If a court grants preliminary injunctive relief, the order will automatically expire ninety days after it is issued, unless the court makes the injunction permanent within those ninety days.\footnote{133. Id. § 3626(a)(2).} If a busy court does manage to make the findings necessary to issue a permanent injunction within the three month time frame, any party or intervenor can file for immediate termination of the order if the injunction does not utilize the least intrusive means or the remedy is not the most narrowly drawn solution possible.\footnote{134. Id. § 3626(b)(2).} Upon this filing, a stay of thirty days is put in place so the federal court can rule on the motion, and the injunction is terminated if the court cannot do the fact finding required to rule on the motion within this time limit.\footnote{135. Id. § 3626(e)(2)(A)(i).} The court can extend the stay an additional sixty days “for good cause,” but ironically, “[n]o postponement shall be permissible because of general congestion of the court’s calendar.”\footnote{136. Id.}

Finally, and most deadly, the PLRA demands that inmates “exhaust” all of a state’s administrative remedies before they can bring suit in federal court; all complaints that cannot clearly demonstrate the use of every possible prisoner grievance procedure are summarily dismissed.\footnote{137. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a).} This is a significantly more punitive approach to prisoner litigation than Congress took while crafting the well-drafted CRIPA. The PLRA dismantled three mechanisms that existed within CRIPA to ensure that legitimate prisoner suits were not lost in the effort to sift out the chaff of frivolous inmate lawsuits. First, rather than allowing judges to stay cases as prisoners work through their state’s grievance procedure, the PLRA mandated that judges dismiss cases that do not clearly demonstrate the exhaustion of all administrative remedies.\footnote{138. Id. § 1997e(a)(2).} Second, it eliminated any constraints on the amount of time a state’s prison system could take to process a prisoner’s grievance; under CRIPA a court could only force a prisoner to seek administrative re-
dress for 180 days before being allowed to move forward on a suit.\textsuperscript{139} Third, all federal oversight of the state's prison grievance procedures was eliminated. In CRIPA, Congress demanded that before requiring a prisoner to exhaust a state's administrative remedies, the administrative process must be "appropriate and in the interests of justice;" "plain, speedy, and effective;" and either meet five "minimum" standards set out by the Act or be "fair and effective."\textsuperscript{140} However, under the PLRA, all a state had to do was make a grievance system available — any kind of grievance system.\textsuperscript{141}

B. THE PLRA'S ELIMINATION OF PRISONER GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE STANDARDS HANDS THE CDC CARTE BLANC TO KILL WOMEN THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE INDIFFERENCE

When the PLRA was first passed in 1996, judges had discretion to allow cases into federal court even if a prisoner had not exhausted each and every grievance procedure provided by the State.\textsuperscript{142} This changed with the PLRA's amendment in 1997, which ordered courts to dismiss all complaints when the prisoner could not demonstrate that she had exhausted each possible grievance procedure; "failure of a State to adopt or adhere to an administrative grievance procedure" was deemed irrelevant to a judge's weighing of a prisoner's suit.\textsuperscript{143} This amendment to the PLRA has allowed the states to play a waiting game with sick inmates; until the prison system completes its handling of the grievance, the prisoner cannot seek relief from a federal court. All a prison administrator has to do is sit on a request for medical care long enough such that the problem goes away when the prisoner dies. Although not all prison systems use this PLRA loophole to essentially end their administrative grievance system, the CDC has taken advantage of the situation to perpetuate the employment of inadequately trained MTAs, allow inadequate medical testing by its contractors, and, in some cases, essentially execute physically ill women prisoners through administrative apathy.

At first glance, California's grievance procedure may appear adequate. According to \textit{Barry v. Ratelle}:

The State of California provides its prisoners and parolees the right to appeal administratively "any departmental decision, action, condition or policy perceived by those individuals as adversely affecting their welfare." In order to exhaust available administrative remedies within this system, a prisoner must proceed through several levels of appeal: (1) informal resolution, (2) formal written appeal on a CDC 602 inmate appeal form, (3) second level appeal to the institution head or designee, and (4) third level appeal to the
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Director of the California Department of Corrections. A final decision from the Director's level of review satisfies the exhaustion requirement under § 1997e(a). 144

However, this simple review of the steps in California's grievance policy leaves out an essential element: the amount of time the state has to complete each step of the process. The current system demands that any inmate wanting to appeal an administrative health care decision must submit a 602 appeal form to designated prison staff within fifteen working days of the questioned decision or event. 145 Inmates are supposed to receive an informal response within ten days, but formal responses can take up to thirty days. 146 Second level appeal responses can take up to twenty days; and third level appeals need not be responded to for sixty days. 147 These time limits can also be extended by CDC officials "in the event of . . . complexity of the decision, action or policy." 148 Further, the CDC is not required to inform an inmate of the status of her claim unless "an exceptional delay prevents completion of the review within the specific time limits [in which case] the appellant shall be informed in writing of the reasons for the delay and estimated completion date." 149

An exception to the appeals process provides for a response within five days "when circumstances are such that the regular appeal time limits may result in a threat to the appellant’s safety or cause other serious and irreparable harm." 150 However, medical tests such as biopsies of breast lumps and tests for diseases such as Hepatitis C do not seem to qualify for the exception. 151 In essence, there are no teeth to the appeal time limits, and CDC officials can effectively ignore prisoner appeals for health care for as long as they want, with deadly results for women inmates. 152
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151. Stoller, supra note 23, at 60-96. This observation is based upon extensive anecdotal evidence gathered by Nancy Stoller that women prisoner’s appeals for diagnostic tests are not quickly addressed by the five day expedited appeal process.
152. See generally LEGAL SERVICES FOR PRISONERS WITH CHILDREN, Summary Report on Shumate v. Wilson, in REPORT FOR LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS (2000) (copy on file with LEGAL SERVICES FOR PRISONERS WITH CHILDREN and the author). This administrative problem takes on even more poignancy when the death from cancer of Valley State Women Prison inmate Tina Balagno is considered. Balagno had a breast lump that was discovered by the prison physician during her intake exam in June 1998. Id. at 2-3. She did not receive a needed mastectomy until November 4, 1998, because of a five month delay in diagnostic procedures. Id. By then her cancer had metastasized and was eating away at her bones. Id. She was granted compassionate release on February 3, 1999, and died a week later. Id. Although it is unclear whether problems with the 602 appeals process were the cause of the diagnostic procedure delay, Balagno’s death demonstrates how deadly a time delay in medical treatment can be. A full appeal through the CDC’s process can take almost four months...
In contrast, an inmate in New York who files a grievance form will receive either an informal resolution to the problem within seven days or a hearing in which "all direct parties to the grievance, and any witnesses, if any, shall be afforded an opportunity to appear." After the hearing, the grievance council must provide the inmate a written decision within two days. An inmate can immediately appeal this decision and a superintendent will render an answer within ten days. If an inmate decides to again appeal the decision, it is forwarded to the top correctional supervisory board and an answer must be given within twenty days. Furthermore, the regulations mandate that "time limit extensions may be requested at any level of review, but such extensions may be granted only with the written consent of the grievant. Absent such an extension, a matter not decided within the time limits may be appealed to the next step." A dispute whose resolution California would typically deal with in three months—which could possibly be in limbo forever—is handled by New York in only a month and a half.

To put this into perspective, there are pregnant women who will carry and deliver their babies inside the walls of California prisons. Being forced to wait three days, much less three months, for adequate care during pregnancy condemns both the prisoner and an innocent child to unnecessary injury or death. It is irrefutable that there are specific and vital issues concerning women’s health care that are intimately time sensitive. In its haste to enact the PLRA, Congress failed to consider how this legislation would interact with poorly written or poorly enforced administrative grievance procedures by state prison systems. As a result, Congress has inadvertently given the CDC the power to kill women inmates and their unborn children through administrative indifference.

IV. FEDERAL AND STATE COURTS OFFER LITTLE HOPE TO SICK WOMEN INMATES SEEKING NECESSARY MEDICAL CARE

In the 1960s and 1970s the federal and state courts played an essential role in improving inhumane prison conditions. Even the more conservative justices of that period, such as Justice Stewart, recognized that the courts play an especially important part in assuring that prisoners’ constitutional rights are not violated:

The relationship of state prisoners and the state officers who super-
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vise their confinement is far more intimate than that of a State and a private citizen. For state prisoners, eating, sleeping, dressing, washing, working, and playing are all done under the watchful eye of the State, and so the possibilities for litigation under the Fourteenth Amendment are boundless. What for a private citizen would be a dispute with his landlord, with his employer, with his tailor, with his neighbor, or with his banker becomes, for the prisoner, a dispute with the State. 159

During the heyday of the Warren Court, prisoners were viewed as disempowered individuals and federal courts were responsible for ensuring that the States did not violate the constitutional rights prisoners retained in spite of their incarceration. 160 However, under Justice Rehnquist, the Supreme Court has taken a very different approach to prisoner litigation: concern for upholding prisoners' constitutional rights has been replaced by a commitment to states' rights. 161 This devotion to federalist principles, combined with the harsh requirements of the PRLA, has transformed the federal courts from a place prisoners can go to seek relief into a protector of states' administrative policies regardless of the effects on individual inmates.

Despite the obstacles presented by the PLRA and the Supreme Court's federalist outlook, prisoners have consistently filed suits regarding violations of the Eighth Amendment in federal court rather than state court. Unfortunately, this has kept the California state courts from developing case law regarding prisoners' rights under either the United States or California Constitutions. Thus, today neither the federal nor the California state courts provide a direct and efficient way for women prisoners to obtain injunctions that will force the CDC to address these women's essential medical needs. This section explains why the federal and California state courts are unlikely to provide a solution, but, it nevertheless provides an avenue that an inmate could try to exploit, and thusly, break the PLRA stranglehold. In addition, this section offers a possible place from which inmates can start if they wish to bypass the federal court system and seek a remedy under the California Constitution.

160. Herman, supra note 114, at 1242.
161. Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 562 (1979). Chief Justice Rehnquist provided his view on the federal court's treatment of prisoner civil rights litigation as author of the majority opinion, stating:

In recent years, however, these courts largely have discarded this "hands-off" attitude and have waded into the complex arena . . . . Many of these courts have, in the name of the Constitution, become increasingly enmeshed in the minutiae of prison operations . . . . But under the Constitution, the first question to be answered is not whose plan is best, but in what branch of the Government the authority to initially devise the plan.

Id. See also Calvin Massey, Federalism and the Rehnquist Court, 53 Hastings L.J. 431, 431-38, 464-77 (2000) (discussing the federalist jurisprudence of the Rehnquist Court and its focus on protecting state autonomy).
A. SLIM RAY OF HOPE: A FEW LOWER FEDERAL COURTS ARE HOLDING PRISONS TO THE PLRA STRICT STANDARDS

When presented with situations in which the statute was unclear regarding the extent of the federal courts' remedial discretion under the PLRA, the Court has followed an interpretation of the Act that restricts the role of the federal judiciary in prison litigation.162 As discussed in Part IA, under the Act, federal courts must work within strict time limits and their injunctions can be challenged by any intervener. Despite this unprecedented limitation on the federal courts' discretion, the Supreme Court has held that the PLRA's automatic stay provision is not a violation of separation-of-powers principles.163 In 2001, the Court unanimously held that the PLRA requires a prisoner to exhaust all of her state's administrative remedies when seeking damages, even though damages were not recoverable through the state's administrative process.164 Given this trend in PLRA jurisprudence and the current clamor for law and order in the wake of the September 11, 2001 attacks, it is unlikely that either the Supreme Court or Congress will rethink the PLRA in the near future. However, small glimmers of hope for California's women prisoners can be found in a couple of sentences in the Supreme Court's Miller v. French decision, as well as in a handful of cases arising from the lower federal courts. Justice Breyer's dissent in Miller v. French hints that there could be a due process challenge to the PLRA while appellate courts in the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits and district courts in northern California, Delaware, and New Jersey have begun to look closely at a prison's actual grievance system when determining whether or not a prisoner has exhausted her administrative remedies.

In 1997, William Barry filed a complaint in a southern California district court under 42 U.S.C. section 1983, seeking damages for deliberate indifference to his medical needs.165 Barry alleged that he was diagnosed with a hernia in early 1996 and was told by prison doctors that he would require a truss to alleviate the pain of the hernia until surgery could be performed.166 He received neither the truss nor the surgery, and after ten months he filed what prisoners call a “602,” a grievance form requesting medical treatment.167 CDC officials approved the surgery in December of that year, but Barry was told that security issues made it impossible for them to provide him with a date for the procedure.168 Three months later, after hearing nothing further about his surgery, he requested a second level review of his 602 appeal.169 The CDC did not respond within the required ten days and did not provide Barry any written reason why they would need
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more than the typical time period to respond. On June 6, 1997, Barry finally appealed to the highest level, the Director's Level Review, but again heard nothing. In August 1997, more than one year after his diagnosis, he finally filed suit in federal court.

Although the suit was ultimately dismissed because of the plaintiff's failure to name the proper individuals in the complaint, the district court did find that "[b]ecause Plaintiff has attempted to appeal the prison officials' inaction with regard to his treatment to every level of the prison grievance system, it does not appear (and the moving party has not attempted to show) that Plaintiff has failed to exhaust his administrative remedies within the prison system." In other words, the CDC was not allowed to hold a prisoner's appeal hostage simply by not responding to legitimate 602 appeals within a reasonable amount of time.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals used similar logic when addressing the issue of the CDC's unresponsiveness to prisoner grievances in Bishop v. Lewis. Bishop filed a 602 form with prison officials on March 6, 1994, complaining about bad air quality in the prison; he simultaneously filed a section 1983 suit in federal court. The district court initially ordered him to exhaust all administrative remedies and then file a "Notice of Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies" to the court. Bishop tried to get a response from prison officials and filed the necessary exhausting form, but received no response to his 602 appeal. The district court held that he had not met the exhaustion requirement. The Court of Appeals disagreed. Even though Bishop had not appealed through the CDC's administrative levels, the court found that "[u]nder the circumstances, Bishop's failure to file the Form was understandable - he had already filed with the court a petition showing that he had unsuccessfully attempted resolution of his complaint through the grievance procedure."

Both of these cases were decided before Congress passed the PLRA language that "failure of a State to adopt or adhere to an administrative grievance procedure" was deemed irrelevant to a judge's weighing of a prisoner's suit. Thus, these courts had the ability to hold that a prisoner had met the requirements by substantially completing the exhaustion re-
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quirement, thereby allowing the suit into federal court if it “would be ap-
propriate and in the interests of justice.” Although these case holdings
are no longer good law, they do articulate the understanding that courts
should examine whether a grievance system was actually effective when
deciding what a prisoner can practically be expected to do when faced with
completely unresponsive jailers.

Since the passage of section 1997e(a) of the PLRA, some lower courts
have continued to look at real, rather than theoretical workings of a prison’s
grievance procedure in deciding what “exhaustion” really means when ap-
plied to that particular prison system. However, instead of looking at
whether or not a prisoner substantially met the exhaustion requirement,
courts now examine whether there was any further real grievance system
the prisoner could utilize. If not, the prisoner could not and need not take
any steps before bringing her suit to federal court.

In Concepcion v. Morton, a New Jersey district court held that if a
prison system does not have a formally recognized grievance system, but
only an informal procedure developed and run by individual wardens, there
is no administrative procedure as recognized by 42 U.S.C. section
1997e(a). Although this holding does not directly apply to California,
because California possesses a formal, codified administrative procedure,
this case demonstrates the lower courts’ willingness to find that prisoners
do meet the stricter requirements of section 1997e(a) when a prison sys-
tem’s administrative inadequacies make exhaustion virtually impossible.

A ruling by the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals supports this practi-
cial approach to the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement. In Miller v. Tanner,
the plaintiff stated that upon arriving at a Georgia state prison on April 18,
1996, he was dragged out of a van and beaten by the guards. Miller was
taken to the prison’s infirmary, but the on-duty doctor refused to treat him,
despite the fact that he was a paraplegic as a result of an earlier injury.
In addition to receiving no medical care, he was placed on the concrete
floor of a cell lacking the accommodations a disabled inmate requires. Be-
cause the guards denied him use of a wheelchair or leg braces, he was un-
able to care for himself and became covered with his own waste.

Miller filled out a grievance form on April 25, 1996, but did not sign
his name or put the date on it because the form did not specifically ask for
these pieces of information. On May 22, he received a memo from a
grievance administrator informing him that his grievance had been denied
because of the missing signature and date and that he could not appeal the
matter because the complaint had been terminated at the institutional
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level.\textsuperscript{188} The Eleventh Circuit, unlike the New Jersey district court in \textit{Concepcion v. Morton}, determined that Georgia did make administrative remedies available to prisoners.\textsuperscript{189} However, Georgia’s grievance policy did not require that an inmate actually sign anything until a response to a complaint was issued by the warden or grievance supervisor, at which time the inmate must sign a form indicating that he received a response to his complaint.\textsuperscript{190} Because the form had to be turned in to a grievance counselor who then confirmed its receipt, administrators would be able to track the complaint with or without his signature.\textsuperscript{191}

The prison system attempted to argue that a signature on a complaint is a “common sense procedural requirement,” but the court was unmoved by this argument stating: “If the [Georgia Department of Corrections] thought signing and dating the form was a common sense requirement, it should have included the requirement in its grievance [procedure].”\textsuperscript{192} The court also found that a prisoner should be able to rely on the advice of an appropriate prison official when attempting to comply with a prison’s grievance procedure.\textsuperscript{193}

This holding, when combined with the \textit{Concepcion} decision, indicates that some federal courts are allowing prisoners with legitimate claims to overcome the strict exhaustion requirements of the PLRA by holding states to a similarly strict standard of compliance in the development and enforcement of their own administrative procedures. If a prison system does not have a real administrative system, then the inmate can bring her claim directly to court; if the system does have a real administrative system, then prisoners must follow this procedure, but they are not expected to read the minds of their jailers when attempting to follow these procedures. Nor is the inmate expected to continue the administrative process when definitely told by a prison official that their administrative appeal has been denied. The approach bypasses the recent \textit{Booth} case – which held that a prisoner must exhaust all of her state’s administrative remedies even when the state’s administrative process could not provide the relief she sought\textsuperscript{194} – because the court is not focusing on what the prisoner requests, but on inadequacies in the grievance process that would render it practically impossible for the prisoner to request any relief.

Using the above cases, it may be argued that under \textit{Miller v. Tanner} a prison must abide by its own procedures. If the CDC did not offer any response to a prisoner within the statutory time limits that its administrative procedure prescribed, then it could be argued that a California inmate who tries to take 602 appeals up to the highest level in the CDC has fulfilled the
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exhaustion requirement and should be allowed to seek relief in federal courts. Because there is not yet a ruling on point in the Ninth Circuit regarding this issue, the outcome of such a case is unclear. But this point can be strongly argued when this issue does inevitably arise. Even if precedent could be made requiring that the CDC abide by its own guidelines, under the best case scenario, a prisoner may wait up to ninety days to have her complaint appealed through the highest level of review in the CDC. Given that many of California’s women inmates suffer from serious diseases, such as HIV and Hepatitis C, three months can simply be too long.

Another argument California women inmates could make in federal court comes from a few sentences in French v. Miller. Although the majority declared the PLRA’s automatic stay provision constitutional, it recognized that a due process claim against the Act is possible:

[W]hether the time [of the automatic stay] is so short that it deprives litigants of a meaningful opportunity to be heard is a due process question, an issue that is not before us. We leave open, therefore, the question whether this time limit, particularly in a complex case, may implicate due process concerns.195

If the Act could be found to violate a prisoner’s due process rights because the automatic stay provision kept her from effectively being heard in court, then it seems that a PLRA provision that allows California, through its ineffective grievance process, to keep women prisoners from litigating their claims for long periods time – time during which the complaint can become moot because the individual dies as a result of inadequate healthcare – could be found in violation of due process. This author is not optimistic that the Court will be swayed by such an argument given the recent holding in Booth; however, a due process argument against the CDC’s handling of 602 appeal forms is an avenue prisoners can try to use in an attempt to lessen the PLRA’s chokehold on legitimate prisoner suits.

B. ATTEMPTING A ROUNDABOUT WAY: POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS USING CALIFORNIA STATE LAW

Article I, section twenty-four of the California Constitution prohibits “cruel or unusual punishment” of its citizens.196 Although the language of this article is similar to the wording found in the Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the California Supreme Court held that there is a substantive difference between the two clauses and a separate constitutional analysis is required for each constitution.197 Unfortunately, this author was

197. Raven v. Deukmejian, 52 Cal. 3d 336 (1990). Proposition 115, passed by statewide ballot in 1990, purported to amend Article I, section 24 of the California Constitution so that certain enumerated criminal law rights, such as the prohibition against cruel or unusual punishment, would be consistent with the U.S. Constitution. Id. at 342-43. The California Su-
unable to discover any cases that directly address whether an inmate can seek an injunction for immediate medical care using the prohibition against cruel or unusual punishment; all cases that even strayed close to this issue are declared unpublishable by the California Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{198} It appears that both the California Supreme Court and the inmates involved believe the federal courts are the best place for this type of litigation. The reason for the California Supreme Court's reticence on this matter is unclear, but a case could easily be made that maiming and killing incarcerated women through inadequate health care constitutes cruel or unusual punishment under the California constitution. Further, because the \textit{Farmer v. Brennan} holding is not precedent for an analysis by the California Supreme Court, women inmates would not have to show prison officials' "deliberate indifference" to substandard health care in order to prove that the CDC's health care violates the California Constitution.\textsuperscript{199} Such an argument may prove to be a way for women prisoners to sidestep the PLRA in their quest to procure the medical procedures they need.

Another way around the PLRA using California state law can be found in California Government Code section 845.6.\textsuperscript{200} The statute makes a public entity liable for damages "where the employee is acting within the scope of his employment [and] if the employee knows or has reason to know that the prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and he fails to take reasonable action to summon such medical care." Neither a public entity nor a public employee is liable for injury proximately caused by the failure of the employee to furnish or obtain medical care for a prisoner in his custody; but, except . . . where the employee is acting within the scope of his employment, is liable if the employee knows or has reason to know that the prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and he fails to take reasonable action to summon such medical care. Nothing in this section exonerates a public employee who is lawfully engaged in the practice of one of the healing arts under any law of this state from liability for injury proximately caused by malpractice or exonerates the public entity from its obligation to pay any judgment, compromise, or settlement that it is required to pay under subdivision (d) of Section 844.6.
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ing relief for the lack of health care in either California or federal courts. The combination of the PLRA and California prisons’ own lethargic grievance system make it possible for the CDC to deny women inmates access to the federal courts by simply not responding to a 602 appeal form. Because the PLRA sets such high legal standards of proof and places such harsh limitations on a judge’s discretion, most women prisoners will never be able to meet the legal requirements in their complaints, regardless of the merit of their claims. At present, California courts offer no better solution. The California Supreme Court has made few publishable rulings explaining what the state’s Constitution means by “cruel or unusual punishment” when the term is applied to prison healthcare. Prisoners’ legal advocates should file suits that force the California Supreme Court to develop this area of California constitutional law. Unless another sick female prisoner denied health care by CDC finds a way to blow Gideon’s trumpet and transform the law, the courts can do little. It is up to the California legislators.

V. LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP IS THE ANSWER

The United States Congress, as presently constituted, is unlikely to soften its position on prison litigation. The current Supreme Court’s federalist stance places states’ rights before individual prisoner’s rights, and California case law addressing the medical mistreatment of prisoners is almost nonexistent. This leaves the California legislature as the remaining source of hope for sick women bound in CDC red tape. Fortunately, the California legislature has taken responsibility for these women and is attempting to bring about change.

The legislature’s clear commitment to improving medical care for prisoners began on July 6, 2000, when the San Francisco Chronicle reported that the California laboratory responsible for medical tests for thousands of inmates falsified the test results for serious diseases such as AIDS, hepatitis and cervical cancer. A surprise inspection of B.C.L. Clinical Laboratories in December 1996 revealed that B.C.L. used equipment that did not work and that the laboratory lacked the chemicals needed to perform blood and urine tests; the lab’s operators were apparently just making up results and entering them into the computers. In March 1997, federal regulators informed seven prisons -- including the Northern California’s Women’s Facility and Central California Women’s Facility -- of B.C.L.’s highly questionable results and warned that affected prisoners could be in “immediate jeopardy.” Despite these warnings, the CDC did not retest inmates, nor did they even inform prisoners that their original results might be incorrect. The day after the story broke in the Chronicle, Assemblywoman
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Carole Migden of San Francisco announced that state lawmakers would "demand of [the CDC] a full response and request corrective action. This will shake up a wobbly and inconsistent department."\(^1\) On October 11 and 12, 2000, lawmakers followed up on their promise when seven members of the Joint Legislative Committee on Prison Construction and Operations held full-day hearings in two of California's largest women's prisons.\(^2\) At the end of the first day of testimony, Senator Cathie Wright exclaimed, "What I heard today curdled my stomach."\(^3\)

California Senator Sheila Kuehl took up the torch for prisoners and introduced Senate Bill No. 396 on February 21, 2001, a piece of legislation that incorporated the suggestions brought out in the October 11 and 12 hearings.\(^4\) First, the bill eliminated the MTA position by stating that as of January 1, 2003, "no peace officer employee of the Department of Corrections ... shall provide the services of either a licensed vocational nurse or a registered nurse."\(^5\) Second, the bill placed important medical decisions back into the hands of qualified medical professionals rather than the less trained licensed vocational nurses:

Licensed vocational nurses shall not make any decision concerning access to care and the kind of care or treatment an inmate should receive. Neither shall a licensed vocational nurse make any decision as to whether an inmate should be examined by a clinician unless that decision is necessary to provide emergency care and is within the scope of the nurse's license. Licensed vocational nurses may collect subjective and objective patient data and convey that information to either a registered nurse or medical staff member of a higher professional status than a registered nurse, including a physician who may then make appropriate treatment decisions based on that information.\(^6\)

In other words, Senator Kuehl's proposal ensured that in response to patients' complaints, lower level medical staff would no longer be allowed to decide when or if to act on a prisoner's medical complaints. Third, the bill required that the department have all of its medical facilities accredited by the National Commission on Correctional Health Care by January 1,

\(^3\) Id.
\(^5\) Id.
\(^6\) Id. at § 1(d).
Finally, it eliminated the five-dollar fee prisoners were required to pay in order to see a doctor. On September 13, a bill very similar to the one introduced by Kuehl went through both the Senate and Assembly and then went before Governor Gray Davis. Davis vetoed the bill on October 12, stating that, "it would result in General Fund costs for the Department of Corrections that are not budgeted in the 2001 Budget Act." The irony was that fiscal research of Senate Bill 396 by the Senate Appropriations Committee demonstrated the co-pay requirement brought in an average of $645,000 per year but cost $3.2 million to administer annually. If the co-pay requirement was eliminated the money saved in just one year would have covered the $450,000 it would cost to initially accredit all of the facilities, pay for re-accrediting all facilities on a yearly basis for the next three years at a cost of $220,000 a year, and leave over two million additional dollars to the CDC’s medical facilities.

There is no clear explanation behind Governor Davis’ veto of a bill that would bring about humane health care while costing tax payers nothing. It is interesting to note that one of the organizations strongly opposed to the original bill – the California Correctional Peace Officers Association – was one of Davis’ largest contributors during his 1998 gubernatorial run, providing him with cash and in-kind contributions of at least $2.3 million. However, regardless of the reasons why the bill failed to become law, and despite the fact that the media coverage of women prisoners has since waned, it is important that the Legislature not give up its commitment to this issue. Passing a bill like Senate Bill 396 is an important first step that will not only bring humane health care to the prisons, but will also make the entire CDC health care system more cost-effective.

The legislature should not stop there. In order to ensure that the CDC will provide adequate health care to all inmates, California’s administrative procedure for 602 appeals must be changed. In addition, the entire prison health care system should be removed from the CDC's already extremely tainted hands and turned over to a medical organization with the experience and resources necessary to offer women prisoners adequate health care and address their particular medical issues.
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A. BRINGING THE CDC TO HEEL THROUGH THE FEDERAL COURTS

Assemblywoman Carole Migden has described the California Department of Corrections as “difficult to rein in.” Given that CDC guards belong to a union that gave tremendous amounts of money to Governor Davis during his campaign and also contributed $1.9 million to state legislators that same year, it makes sense that the California Correctional Peace Officers Association would feel entitled to lobby against legislation making their jobs harder. The current grievance procedure stated in California Regulations Code Title 15, section 3084 gives CDC administrators tremendous amounts of leeway in deciding when they will act upon an inmate’s 602 appeal. Changing this grievance procedure statute will place the CDC under the purview of the federal courts because it will force CDC officials to respond to 602 appeals within a specific amount of time. If they miss that deadline, the argument presented in this section could be used to show that, in that particular instance, there was no administrative procedure for the inmate to follow because the CDC had shut it down.

It may seem strange for a state to make itself more vulnerable to suit in federal court, but California’s legislators have already recognized that there is something wrong with the way health care is provided by the CDC. Allowing women inmates to actually exhaust the state’s administrative procedures within a reasonable amount of time, meet the PLRA requirement, and perhaps receive relief from a district court is the right thing to do, and it will place pressure on the CDC to do its job better. A complaint only reaches the federal courts when the prison system does not take care of the problem itself.

As for the form these reformulated grievance procedures should take, New York’s grievance policy, described above in Section III.B., offers a good example. It requires the state to respond to grievances within a reasonable amount of time and it places the responsibility to meet these time limits directly on the shoulders of the prison officials. The New York statute states that “time limit extensions may be requested [by the state] at any level of review, but such extensions may be granted only with the written consent of the grievant. Absent such an extension, a matter not decided within the time limits may be appealed to the next.” If a similar requirement was instituted in California, a woman prisoner’s 602 request for medical aid, regardless of whether or not CDC officials respond to that request, would continue to move through the system and into federal court. The CDC could no longer just sit on 602 appeals and remain silent until the woman died or became too sick to further pursue her claim.
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B. THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION: PUTTING INMATE HEALTH CARE INTO THE HANDS OF REAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

In order to effect lasting change in the level of health care provided to California’s prisoners, the entire prison health system must be removed from the purview of jailers and placed into the hands of health care professionals. This note is highly critical of the CDC’s health care system, pronouncing it ineffective and occasionally deadly. The CDC has violated its prescribed duty to provide adequate health care to all prisoners, including women inmates. Furthermore, Congress has aided the CDC in violating policies by passing legislation in a fit of law and order righteousness and based largely on misinformation.

In all fairness, however, it may be unreasonable to expect a prison system to provide quality health care, as the purposes of incarceration and healing are almost diametrically opposed. By taking the Hippocratic Oath, a doctor promises to do no harm to her patients, but a warden in our current criminal justice system is duty-bound to punish individuals. Geoff Long, long-time chief of staff for the Assembly Appropriations Committee, explains, “[t]he mission of the Department of Corrections is to lock people up and keep them away from the public. They’re pretty good at that. What they’re not good at is medical treatment, substance-abuse programs, things that make it safer for the public when they get out.”

This might appear to be merely another prison system problem that can be fixed with further efforts on the part of the CDC, but Long points out the large scale effects of the CDC’s medical care problems have on all Californians: “[w]e release 100,000 of these (prisoners) a year. They are not out there wearing little face masks . . . If they’ve got hepatitis or TB (tuberculosis), they are spewing them around. They are out in the mall.” For women prisoners, this point is especially poignant, because more than eighty percent of these women are mothers and a large number of these mothers are single parents; when they are released from prison they will be the caretakers of their children, and when they die, their children are left parentless. Ignoring serious health care problems in the state’s prison population, such as the Hepatitis C epidemic which infects at least forty percent of women prisoners, not only puts these women at risk, but also puts large numbers of innocent children and the public at risk.

Because the effect of inadequate health care extends beyond the walls of our prisons, the California legislature and the public must be willing to look beyond the CDC for answers. Luckily, there are already respected state institutions in place that are dedicated to providing health care to large numbers of people – the University of California Health Care System (“UCHS”) and the California Department of Health Services (“CDHS”).
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Dr. Corey Weinstein and Nancy Stoller, Ph.D., agree that this state's prison health care problems are beyond the scope of the CDC's ability. Both advocate these institutions as qualified providers of health care to California's prisoners. As Dr. Weinstein explained in his testimony before the Joint Legislative Committee on Prison Construction and Operations:

It is critical to remove medical and psychiatric care from the [CDC] completely and transfer those responsibilities to an independent nonprofit agency. Two possibilities should be explored. Care services could be organized by the California Department of Health Services or by the University of California School of Medicine. . . . A well-trained and competent staff all are [sic] likely to come along with an independent nonprofit agency. Also, a noncustodial provider brings with it a commitment to the guiding principles of care so necessary to successful penal medicine: independence of medical authority, unfettered access to health care as a right, and integration of care into the public health effort and general medical community.

The CDHS can offer experience with the handling of large-scale health issues, but this solution also comes with potential problems. The CDHS could not provide health care services directly, and instead, would provide oversight to various agencies serving the different prisons. The U.S. Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), in conjunction with the U.S. Public Health Service, currently uses a similar system. Doctors and nurses work within BOP facilities and report to the BOP's Health Care Division, but they are guided by the Public Health Service's principles and have no security responsibilities. A few services are contracted out to private contractors. This option will get doctors and other medical staff out from under the direct oversight of the CDC, but offers few other advantages.

A program developed and run by the University of California ("U.C.") would offer much more, despite the initial disruption this might cause within the U.C. system. The UCHS has an international reputation for excellent health care and exceptional medical training. Tapping into this resource would instantly provide the prison system with a wealth of medical, health care information management, and medical cost containment experience. But, perhaps more importantly, involving the University of California in the state's prison system would bring interns, residents, and academics into contact with penal system health care. The advantages of
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this are two-fold. First, prisoners would be granted access to the newest medical information and the most modern standards of care. For women inmates, this would be of extreme importance; the CDC has little experience successfully treating an aging female population, but UCHS hospitals have been providing care and conducting medical research on breast cancer, osteoporosis, cervical cancer, and other health issues of special importance to women for years. Second, bringing one of the nation’s premier university systems into the prison health care arena would break down the walls of silence surrounding penal health care and its faults.

A key weakness of the CDC medical system is its insularity. The system is completely reactive, rather than proactive, because its individual prison staffs do not work with one another or with other doctors within the penal health community. Lack of accreditation by any national penal health care organization means that the CDC’s medical staff does not have the same opportunities to exchange information or gather advice which forty-four other state prison systems receive from these organizations. Department medical staff do not work together to create treatment protocols — a standard practice in hospitals — and there is no method of determining if certain medical facilities are having problems providing adequate care. The B.C.L. debacle provides a harrowing example. In July 1995, only eleven days after B.C.L. began working on its yearlong medical testing contract for California prisons, administrators at the Robert J. Donavan Correctional Facility in San Diego became concerned when a doctor reported finding twenty spelling mistakes in a form returned with test results. The prison dropped the contract only a month later when test results were continually late. By October 1995, the California State Prison in Sacramento ended its contract with B.C.L. for the same reason. Doctors at another CDC facility, Chuckawhala Valley State Prison, had B.C.L. results rechecked regularly at local hospital labs because they found the B.C.L. results unreliable. Despite these obvious problems, the CDC made no system-wide changes, and seven prisons did not cancel their contracts with B.C.L. until the lab was shut down by federal health regulators in January 1997.

In fact, most major changes within the CDC’s health system have come
as a result of lawsuits. One stark example cited by the Bureau of State Audits is the extremely different levels of care diabetic inmates receive at different prisons. As a result of the *Shumate* suit – a suit filed before the PLRA became law – at least ninety-five percent of diabetic women sampled at the Central California Women’s Facility have the recommended blood glucose testing twice a year. By contrast, only fifteen percent of diabetic men sampled at the California State Prison in Los Angeles County received the same necessary tests. The CDC has had a chance to run its health care system with a free hand since 1992, when the Health Care division was set up; ten years later, lawsuits, bad publicity, and inmate deaths have made no difference.

By contrast, a penal medicine system run by the UCHS would not only be more accessible to the public and a national audience of medical professionals, it would also expose the state’s problems to ambitious medical students already devoted to improving health care, as well as to academics willing to examine and research difficult health care issues. Internships or clinical rotations by future doctors might inspire them to choose penal medicine as a career. The fact that Nancy Stoller, a professor of Community Studies at the University of California of Santa Cruz, had her extremely influential report published and supported by a program sponsored by the California Program on Access to Care demonstrates that great minds at the University of California are already interested in the problems of penal health care.

Further, there is substantial evidence that partnerships between university health care systems and prisons can work together to improve health care for inmates. The University of Connecticut runs a managed care system for that state’s penal system. In Texas, a state second only to Cali-
California in prison population, the University of Texas has a special branch in Galveston devoted to the care of the state’s sickest prisoners. Working together with Texas Tech University, the schools run a penal medical system that provides managed care to all Texas inmates. Although the University of Texas is a non-profit institution, it has been able to run its Galveston branch as a for-profit enterprise so successfully that the university hopes to expand its medical services to prison systems in nearby states.

Implementation of such large changes within the University of California and the California Department of Corrections will be neither easy nor swift, and they are unlikely to prove immediately cost-effective for California taxpayers. But, the price of keeping the state’s prison health care system in its current condition is higher still. Data from the state’s own Bureau of Auditors shows that this state can afford to start taking steps that improve the care prisons provide their inmates. The California legislature has already proven it has the integrity and the will to pass legislation through both houses in order to bring humane treatment to some of society’s least popular and powerful members – its prisoners – in the face of lobbying by a powerful and rich union, the California Correctional Peace Officers Association. The California legislature should continue its commitment to this cause. As a first step, it can, again, try to pass legislation like the 2001 Senate Bill 396, while simultaneously improving the state’s prisoner grievance procedure statute. Then an overhaul of the system can commence with a reputable institution of medicine – like the University of California Health System – bringing better care and new ideas into the state’s penal health care arena.

Unfortunately, these changes will come too late to save women like Sherrie and Rosemary, women with children and families, who are dead or dying as a result of blatant medical neglect by the CDC. However, by taking action now, California can save the lives of women inmates, who were never sentenced to death, and end this state’s shameful practice of killing sick women prisoners due to an administrator’s indifference.
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